THEORETICAL PROBLEM:
Complex motor protein particles (made of two or more active domains) can move faster than the individual motor subunits! Our idea: interaction energy between the subunits affect the overall dynamic and biochemical properties 
P(l,m;t)-probability to find the molecule in the configuration with the domain A at the site m, the domain B at the site l, at time t Dynamics is described by Master equations: 
Analysis:
Energy distribution factors 0<θ j1 , θ j2 <1 Velocity of free non-interacting particle interaction parameter
Relative velocity: For 0<θ<0.23 there is a range of interaction energies ε when the velocity of the motor protein's complex is FASTER than the velocities of free particles!!! Note: maximal r V =2!
Effect of inter-domain interaction
increases with ε decreases with ε
Relative dispersion for the motor protein molecule with symmetric domains ( 
CONCLUSIONS
• A possible quantitative mechanism of inter-domain interaction and cooperation in motor proteins is proposed • Main idea-coupling between motor subunits changes the energy landscapes • Predictions: proteins made of several functional subunits might move faster and fluctuate less than free particles • The mechanism is successfully applied for helicases • 2 dynamic regimes for different couplings
